
 

 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of Study 

Basically, violence is the activity that is done physically or verbally, where the 

activity can cause physical or mental injury. Physical violence can gives impact to 

the victim’s physical destruction, meanwhile verbal violence is delivered through 

language and it brings the impact on victim’s psychology. Both physical and verbal 

violence are able to give traumatic feeling towards the victims. Because of that 

impact, the victims were clearly recognized that they are getting violence.   

Norwegian theorist Johan Galtung developed a three-layered understanding of 

violence that represents how a confluence of factors merge in particular historical 

moments to shape the conditions for the promotion of violence. Gursozlu (2018) 

point out that in 1969 Galtung introduced his concept of “structural violence” as a 

complement to “direct violence” and twenty years later he added the concept of 

“cultural violence”. Direct violence is a violence which we normally think of when 

we think about violence, it represents behaviors that serve to threaten the life or to 

diminish one’s capacity to meet basic human needs such as killing, bullying, and 

sexual assault. The second was structural violence, which represents a systematic 

way, means system and practices in a society that harm people in other ways, like 

discrimination or exclusion and unfair treatment like in legal structures that enforce 

marginalization. They could be informal but common practices such as limited 

access to education or health care for marginalized groups. The third is cultural 
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violence, which represents the existence of prevailing or prominent social norms 

that makes direct and structural violence seem natural or right or at least acceptable. 

It refers to a pattern of thinking or world views like racism. Gursozlu (2018:33), in 

his book states: 

“Direct violence is more obvious and is usually visible and done by an 

individual or a group. Structural violence is less obvious and is often 

invisible viewed as “ordinary,” “normal,” and “natural.” Cultural violence 

is frequently very difficult to detect because it is part of the “taken for 

granted” assumptions perpetuated within a society”. 

According to the explanation above, those types of violence are easy to be identified 

by looking at how it is applied and the impact it causes. 

On the other hand, there is also a unique type of violence where this violence occurs 

smoothly that the victims do not realize that they are experiencing violence. It is 

symbolic violence coined by Pierre Bourdieu, a prominent 20th-century French 

sociologist. Symbolic violence describes a type of non-physical violence 

manifested in the power differential between social groups. It usually delivered 

through language or discourse and is a type of violence that could not easy to be 

identified. Most people think that violence is always about specific harm that is 

done to the victim. Violence is portrayed through its manifestation and impact that 

it has on the lives of other people. This usually occurs because of direct violence 

that represents behavior that threatens the lives of others or to fulfil basic human 

needs. To overcome the case, the writer needs to do an analysis of symbolic 

violence which is one of the social issues that not only happen in literary works but 

also in social lives. According to Björkert, Samelius & Sanghera (2016) symbolic 

violence can occur through worldly processes and practices of daily life. 
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This symbolic violence happens in Mata di Tanah Melus by Okky Madasari, 

research by Wikan Satriati and Dhita Hapsarani which was published in 2018. This 

article examines a contemporary children's novel written by Okky Madasari. The 

novel is one of few Indonesian children's novels that contains the issue of symbolic 

violence against children within modern and traditional worlds. In general, the 

novel Mata di Tanah Melus shows an effort to side with the children through the 

placement of the child's character as a narrator, a celebration of fantasy / the unreal 

world, and the empowerment of children's potential. However, elements of 

symbolic violence against children or the world of children still exist and are 

sometimes strengthened accidentally. The result of this research indicates that there 

are many forms of symbolic violence from adults to children, one of which is the 

domination of adults who are not aware that children also have their own opinions 

and needs. Such domination silences children and makes them lose their voices. 

Nevertheless, the research revealed that despite adult domination, the children 

characters in the novel found their agency and empowerment to negotiate the 

situation after encountering an otherworldly realm and going on their own 

adventures without the presence of their parents (Satriati & Hapsarani, 2018).  

Another fictional work that the writer believes there is an issue of symbolic violence 

is The Giver by Lois Lowry by looking at the symptoms happen in the novel. The 

Giver contains many interesting social issues to be analyzed. In this research, the 

writer wants to analyze symbolic violence reflected by the community as reflected 

in Lois Lowry’s The Giver which was first published in 1993 in New York. This 

novel describes a society with the situation of a world where everything seems 

colorless. They cannot see colors, fell in love, hear music and some emotions that 
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human had in normal life. Meanwhile, the people in this community are described 

lived in a perfect life, where there are no pain, fear, destruction, and differences, 

men and women are considered equal. War, poverty, crime, suffering, and bigotry 

have been completely eliminated. This novel took the setting in 2048, where 

previously there was a war that devastated everything. Therefore, the memories of 

the people were abolished, including memories of previous life that had happened 

on earth. The community are given some rules and limitation without any rejection 

or ask for a reason.  The societies believe that the rules are given for the sake of 

their welfare. A memory keeper is the one who has memories of the past life and 

understands human characteristics which are different from current life (inhuman) 

without memories and hopes. 

The writer is interested in analyzing symbolic violence in Lois Lowry’s The Giver 

because the story has a unique plot. The societies in the novel are described lived 

in a happy life but not in normal life. This is the main reason for the writer 

conducting the research of symbolic violence in this novel. The writer believes that 

something happens to society especially who could undergo their lives even they 

are living not in the shape of human nature. Analyzing symbolic violence is 

important because it is relevant to our social life. Sometimes, we experienced 

something that indicates as symbol violence, but we could not recognize it. If 

symbolic violence happens continuously, it will bring a serious impact to the 

victims like silencing other people’s rights, or impacting their social condition as 

what happened in Mata di Tanah Melus by Okky Madasari. The writer hopes this 

research will be helpful to the readers, to understand in recognizing symbolic 

violence that could happen anytime in social life. 
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1.2 Research Question 

By looking at the background of the study, these are the research question of this 

paper: 

1. How is the symbolic violence reflected in Lois Lowry’s The Giver? 

2. How does symbolic violence give impact toward the victim? 

1.3 Research Objective 

Based on the core matters, this research is analyzing the social condition faced by 

the community in The Giver novel. The objective of this research is to describe 

what kind of symbolic violence reflected in The Giver novel and explain how it is 

delivered, further, reveals the impact it causes. 

1.4 Uses of the Study 

In a study, each writer must contribute to the academic world, not only provide 

benefits for themselves but also benefit the wider society. Therefore, research must 

be written based on the benefits and importance of why a study must be conducted. 

The main purpose of this research is to provide knowledge and more information 

that may not be widely known by the public and can be implemented in everyday 

life. Therefore, this research overcomes two uses of the study. which are theoretical 

and practical use. 

1.4.1 Theoretical Use 

Theoretically, this research can add insights and knowledge about symbolic 

violence that often arise both in literary works and real life. Besides being able to 
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be used as input and contribution to the development of literary studies, this 

research can also be used as a reference by other researchers who conduct research 

with similar themes and theories.  

1.4.2 Practical Use 

Practically, the writer hopes that this research will give more understanding of 

symbolic violence. Through literary works, the reader can increase knowledge 

about how symbolic violence is depicted by looking at the symptoms and the impact 

that arise in the novel. Moreover, understanding that symbolic violence is a bit 

different from the violence that we normally understood. 

1.5 Scope of the Study 

Conducting research on one literary work may contain many issues with different 

views. As to sharpen the study, the writer focuses the research object on the case of 

symbolic violence depicted by the community in The Giver novel by Lois Lowry 

based on the concept of symbolic violence by Pierre Bourdieu. The object of 

analysis is all community through characters described in the novel, because this 

symbolic violence faced by them equally. Moreover, the writer tries to find out the 

impacts it causes toward the victim.


